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Oli

	 	 A	pō	ē       Night
	 	 A	pō	ē       Night
	 	 Kau	mai	nā	hui	hōkū    Constellations hang above
	 	 A	ao	a῾ela      Then light breaks
	 	 Helele῾i	wale	iho	nō     And it scatters
 

 String figures have been played all over the world throughout human history. In
Hawai‘i, string figures are known as hei. Hawaiians, both adults and children, created these 
figures from images they observed in nature. The string figure was created using cordage 
as the player would oli, telling the story of each hei. This activity took up little space on 
the canoe,  kept the mind alert, fingers nimble, and was entertaining on voyages. This hei,	
representing a constellation, is an example of an activity recounting past times of Hawaiian 
kūpuna and games of their youth that is still played today. Enjoy making hei!

Mahalo	nui	loa to Dr. Taupōuri Tangarō and Kilia Purdy
for sharing oli and instructions for this hei.



Instructions

Oli  Hand Movement
  Place pinky & thumbs in to string; both index fingers grab string from opposite   
  side
A	pō	ē:  both thumbs go under one, over one, under one and grab
A	pō	ē:  release pinky, over one, under 2 and grab release thumb
Kau	mai:  go over 2, under 2 and grab
nā	hui:  place both pointer fingers into the two puka right in front of it
hōkū:   release pinky fingers, flip hands outward, away from you strings should now be   
  held together with your thumbs and index fingers
  there should be 7 diamonds (representing huihui	o	Makali῾i, Pleiades)
A	ao:  place hei above your head
a῾ela:  while placed above your head, move slightly from left to right
Helele῾i:  release thumbs
wale	iho	nō:  with thumbs and middle fingers on both sides, pinch the bottom diagonal string 
  (not the 2 strings that form the frame at the very bottom) and pull out; strings   
  should not entangle
End:   now form rectangle in hei with thumb and pinky fingers; clap your hands    
  twice, flip, and pull out.
  You should just have a rectangle.
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